In Memoriam: December, 2023

Dr. Giulio Rossi

The PPS recognizes and mourns the passing of Dr. Giulio Rossi. The messages below were provided by PPS members from Italy

PPS has lost one of the brightest stars in its firmament: yesterday Giulio Rossi suddenly and too soon passed away.

Giulio was an acute, brilliant and kind pathologist, always available to his colleagues, proactive and with an anticipatory prospective vision.

His passing is an unbridgeable void for the entire thoraco-pulmonary pathology community, but his smile and his example will always accompany us.

We will always miss Giulio for:

- His pragmatism, allowing him to materialize his dreams, that when realized were replaced by other dreams (he always had new ones to realize!).
- His capacity to adapt his ideas to the concrete circumstances, obtaining the best never for himself but always for colleagues, institutions in which he served and patients.
- His energy and infective enthusiasm, which made of him a charismatic leader and extraordinary educator of many colleagues, particularly young people.
- His generosity and ability to teach difficult things in a simple way, sharing his know-how and his passion for sparkle and knowledge
- His captivating smile in two-person debates: pros and cons; he always held the best!!
- His courage and wise positivity during his illness.

Thanks Giulio for everything you were!!
Wherever you are, you will always be in our hearts and minds.

Mattia Barbareschi, Alberto Cavazza, Paolo Graziano, Mauro Papotti and Giuseppe Pelosi

Fiorella Calabrese, Luisella Righi, Federica Pezzuto on behalf of all Italian PPS members